
Applied Statistics 
Problem Set Example Solutions

“Statistics is merely a quantisation of common sense”

Troels C. Petersen (NBI)
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Yes... 
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The solutions



Yes... Problem 1.1
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Hypergeometric formula (or simple logic) solves this problem…
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Binomial solutions…
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Binomial solutions…
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Yes... Problem 1.2
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Almost all got this one right.

A few “inverted” it, and got 1/155!



Yes... Problem 1.3
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This was a problem to illustrate why one considers “this or more extreme…”



Yes... Problem 1.4
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This problem could also be solved using simulation (see “bad shooters” below).



Yes... Problem 2.1
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Gaussians should 
not be fits, but the 
values obtained by 
error propagation 
formula.



Yes... Problem 2.2
This is actually original data from Gosset (“student”), and requires both the “N-1”
when calculating Std. and a t-test when comparing. We did not require the last of
the two, but gave bonus points for doing so.

Thanks to Mathias for digging this paper/data out - it is a very beautiful paper,
which might go on a reading list next year.
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Yes... Problem 3.1
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This is an obvious case for the accept-reject method. The transformation method
fails, as the inversion can only be done numerically, and in any case, it does not
save one much in speed, as the A-R is fairly efficient here.



Yes... Problem 3.1
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The fitting required two considerations:
• Is the statistics high enough in the lower bins to fit with a ChiSquare?
• Is the binning fine enough to not distort the sharp right edge?

Some did both (bonus points)…



Yes... Problem 3.1
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In order to investigate how many events would be needed to measure a with
1% precision, people tried to repeat the process with different statistics, which
nicely shows the 1/sqrt(N) behaviour of uncertainties. A few even gave a range
of possible values.
Curiously, there seem to be convergence towards two ranges.
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In order to investigate how many events would be needed to measure a with
1% precision, people tried to repeat the process with different statistics, which
nicely shows the 1/sqrt(N) behaviour of uncertainties. A few even gave a range
of possible values.
Curiously, there seem to be convergence towards two ranges.



Yes... Problem 3.1
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We counted up the 
different estimates of N, 
and two “camps” are 
visible.

We of course allowed for 
many values, especially if 
the arguments/principles 
were in place.

However, below 1000 and 
above 50000 is probably 
outside a good range.

Imagine, that your 
measurements had some 
uncertainty in x…?



Yes... Problem 4.1
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This problem was meant to illustrate the power of paired tests!
• When not pairing, the distribution is wide, due to strong and weak persons.
• When pairing, the variation in strength cancels out…

A detail that several referred to: The distribution of G is not Gaussian.
But what is important is, that the mean is (due to CLT), so it is OK to compare
means with a z-test.

A simple alternative solution is to do a KS test! This would detect a shift, but
also a difference in distributions, which is not exactly what we are looking for!

Notice that “dominant hand” is defined by which you e.g. write with.



Yes... Problem 4.2
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This problem had no labels, and could very well be a real world problem.
There were many great plots of this problem - thank you for those. They were
very much appreciated.
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This problem had no labels, and could very well be a real world problem.
There were many great plots of this problem - thank you for those. They were
very much appreciated.



Yes... Problem 4.2
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The result of the double Gaussian fit depends on several things:
• Functional form (NG+NG or N(fG+(1-f)G))
• Fit type (ChiSquare vs. LLH, later preferred due to low statistics)
• Initial values (of course!)
                                                         …and we didn’t care what molecule you chose!



Yes... Problem 4.2
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Two double Gaussian fits of size and intensity actually gives you the parameters
for a Fisher discriminant. Alternatively, one can project using a PCA or “by eye”.



Yes... Problem 5.1
The 3rd degree polynomial fit and WW runs test worked nicely for almost all.
Several also commented on the fact, that the residuals did not have a 
Gaussian distribution - smart (admittedly, I didn’t think of this).
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Most added a term (corresponding to a fit of the residuals):

Some multiplied an oscillation function on (as the data was generated):
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Most added a term (corresponding to a fit of the residuals):

Some multiplied an oscillation function on (as the data was generated):

It is good to keep a cross check, if possible!



Yes... Problem 5.1
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Very nice plot of residuals…



Yes... Problem 5.1
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Very nice plot of the two fits… impressive to have the time and surplus for 
this…



Yes... Problem 5.2
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One student started wrongly, and got this plot. Impressively, the student 
carried on, and did 4/6 questions, before giving into the fact, that something 
was not as expected! Admirable… (and giving some points)



Yes... Problem 5.2
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There are actually no Trial Factors here, as the positions of the peaks are known!

Only exception is the first two peaks used for calibration, but they are very 
significant.

Plotting the range (with many bins) gives a nice overview of what is to come.

Several fitted the whole range and two peaks, but that is not necessary.



Yes... Problem 5.2
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Since the rest of the 
spectrum has no 
influence, it is an 
advantage to fit only in 
the relevant range.

It is good to include 
some “sideband” (i.e. 
range outside peak) to 
establish a good 
background functions, 
here a pol1 (i.e. line).

Note how the second 
peak has a very low p-
value (not Gaussian!).



Yes... Problem 5.2
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Since the two dominant peaks are slightly shifted, they can used for correcting 
the scale (assuming that their true position is known). Written in many ways:
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Since the two dominant peaks are slightly shifted, they can used for correcting 
the scale (assuming that their true position is known). Written in many ways:

Including the uncertainties is actually how you would assign a systematic 
uncertainty to the fact, that you shift the measured values.



Yes... Problem 5.2
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Here is a really nice figure… impressive! Maybe the insert is not needed…
Most people found between 3 and 8 peaks. Beyond that (uncalibrated) it is hard!
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Here is a really nice figure… impressive! Maybe the insert is not needed…
Most people found between 3 and 8 peaks. Beyond that (uncalibrated) it is hard!

My most and least significant peaks.



Yes... Problem 5.2
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Comparing several CALIBRATED peak positions should generally be done 
with a ChiSquare! There are no fitting parameters, but it is still an over 
constrained system of equations.

Admittedly, the problem was 
designed to confirm Bohr’s 
theory… how could one 
otherwise?



Yes... Problem 5.2
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Damn… calibration, probably many thought! Yes, it was a tough end problem.

But the two main peaks show clear signs of (the same) linear shift with voltage.
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Damn… calibration, probably many thought! Yes, it was a tough end problem.

But the two main peaks show clear signs of (the same) linear shift with voltage.

The calibration not only renders the peaks much sharper 
(reduces resolution by factor ~3), but also very Gaussian.

The damn thing works!!! 



Yes... 
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Some statistics
…of course!



Yes... 
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Average score per problem
The following figure summarises the average score per problem, divided
between Censors (blue) and TAs (red).



Yes... 
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Average fraction per problem
The following figure summarises the average fraction per problem, divided
between Censors (blue) and TAs (red). Is there a downward trend?!?


